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id. copyright @2015, all rights reserved. 6.8 unstoppable 98min action, thriller november 12, 2010 (united states)director: tony scottwriter: mark bombackstars: denzel washington, chris pine, rosario dawsonsummary: with an unmanned, half-mile-long freight train barreling toward
a city, a veteran engineer and a young conductor race against the clock to prevent a catastrophe. countries: united stateslanguages: english source: imdb.com disclaimer: this plugin has been coded to automatically quote data from imdb.com. not available for any other purpose.
all showing data have a link to imdb. the user is responsible for any other use or change codes. 6.8 unstoppable 98min action, thriller november 12, 2010 (united states)director: tony scottwriter: mark bombackstars: denzel washington, chris pine, rosario dawsonsummary: with an
unmanned, half-mile-long freight train barreling toward a city, a veteran engineer and a young conductor race against the clock to prevent a catastrophe. countries: united stateslanguages: english source: imdb.com the best thing about this movie is that its completely
unpretentious. there are no pretensions to being a complex character study or a serious examination of any moral issues. its just a simple story about good guys and bad guys who duke it out for our entertainment.
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steven spielberg made something out of the runaway train story as well, with the 1982 movie the hitcher. thats a good movie to compare this one to "for there is a likeness. both are extremely dark thrillers with acting and cinematography of such quality that you dont want to take
your eyes off the screen for fear you'll miss something. both movies have a similar formula and theyre very similar in terms of tone. spielberg was responsible for making the dark suspense thriller work at a time when movies normally (or most of the time anyway) were geared for a
wider audience and lighter fare. spielberg is a master of adding to the suspense with great special effects and sound, a technique he picked up from howard hawks and john ford and one that tony scott has employed in many of his movies. the plot is less convoluted in unstoppable,
and it gives its characters more depth than the hitcher. its not quite as nuts as the real life incident was, but its not too far from that either. its a very well done and fun thriller with great character development. heres a freaky little tidbit, its not quite as well written as the average

tony scott movie, and its not quite as well directed as most, but it was directed by one of the most well known action directors of all time. its tony scott, you want me to say that last part again, tony scott, a director whose greatest strengths have been in his ability to make good low-
key movies. his version of low-key is low-key. he makes good thriller movies that are somewhat unpretentious, a bit of fun, all the stuff action movies are supposed to be, but without the usual overwrought thrills and tons of explosions. no scary monsters, no doing something really

cool, just a guy (or two or three) racing for their lives against a train. 5ec8ef588b
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